Teenagers, Alcohol and Drugs
Information evening for PARENTS

Presented by Paul Dillon, DARTA
Tuesday 11th May 2010 at 7.30pm – MSCW Hall

This seminar (for parents only) will answer questions and show you how to talk to your children about drugs and alcohol in a way that is respectful and reasonable, non-threatening and non-judgemental.

It will help parents to understand the issues their children face, and assist them to help their kids negotiate a minefield of misinformation, peer pressure and confusing messages.

Learn the answers to the questions that teenagers ask and how parents can start the most important conversation they will have with their kids.

• When is the right time to start talking to my kids about drugs?
• How can I reduce the influence of peer pressure?
• What can I do to make sure my teenager’s party doesn’t get out of control?
• Is cannabis really 30 times stronger than it used to be?
• How should I introduce alcohol to my child?
• Can Ecstasy really kill?

Regards
MSCW P&F Association

Please find enclosed my cheque/cash payment for the ‘Teenagers, Drugs and Alcohol’ Parent Seminar (Cost $10 per head)

Name: ........................................... Number of Tickets Required: ...........

Daughter’s Name & Tutor Group: .................................................................

Contact Email: ...........................................................................................

Please send your payment to the school office, marked ‘Drug & Alcohol PARENT Information evening’ no later than Monday 3rd May 2010.

Please note all remaining tickets will be offered to other local schools after this date.

If you wish to attend this seminar you MUST send your payment no later than this Monday 3rd May. Unless we have a minimum number of attendees the talk will be cancelled.